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‘This has been exhausting’: Asian-American Jews on the Atlanta spa
murders and rising anti-Asian hate crimes, in their own words

Top left, clockwise, Rebecca Kuss, Melody Muhlrad, Yoshi
Silverstein, Hanah Bloom (Kuss: Emily Berge-Thielmann; Muhlrad:
Credit: Courtesy of Muhlrad; Silverstein: Courtesy of Silverstein;
Bloom: Courtesy of Bloom

By Asaf Shalev, Andrew Lapin
(JTA) — When Yoshi Silverstein learned on Tuesday night that
eight people had been murdered at
spas in Atlanta, and that many of
the victims were Asian women, he
felt deep hurt and pain as an Asian
American.
It took until the following day
for Silverstein to realize that the
feelings were similar to those he
felt after the Tree of Life synagogue shooting in 2018, in which
a white supremacist murdered 11
Jews during Shabbat services in
Pittsburgh.
“I’m Jewish on my dad’s side
and Hakka Chinese and Cantonese
on my mom’s side. In both cases,
it felt deeply personal,” he told the
Jewish Telegraphic Agency.
As the founder of the Mitsui
Collective, a year-old communitybuilding organization focused on
Jewish diversity, Silverstein said
he was embracing the opportunity
to call attention to issues facing
people of color in America, but
that it felt like an intense responsibility.
“We had other stuff we were
planning to do this week, but
when something like this happens,
sometimes when you’re a person
of color and you’re in any sort of
leadership, you get pulled into
this,” he said. “You don’t want to
just not respond because people
are looking to you.”
We reached out to Asian-American Jews like Silverstein to understand what they are thinking and
feeling at this difficult moment.
We also collected some of the perspectives that appeared on Alma
and Kveller, two of JTA’s partner
websites at 70 Faces Media. Here’s
what we heard.

Answers have been lightly
edited for length and clarity. Do
you have something to add? Let
us know.
Hanah Bloom is a first-year
student at Miami University of
Ohio. This is an excerpt from her
essay on Alma.
I’m angry, I’m heartbroken, and
I’m incredibly exhausted.
I woke up to a nightmare
on Wednesday. Texts of “are
you okay?,” tweets from fellow
Asians, broken and terrified, and
the carefully crafted words of
support from prominent politicians
flooded my feed. The mass murder
in Atlanta, Georgia, that left eight
dead, including six Asian women,
was all I could think about, all I
could see.
After getting through class, I
called my mom in Alabama. With
600 miles between us, I FaceTimed with her to reevaluate the
plan. For months, the rise in antiAsian hate crimes in America hovered over us, forming a constant
anxiety. As a family, we talked
about staying hypervigilant. Now
I advised her to stay away from
certain areas of town.
I look to my Jewish community
and I ask for deeper reflection
and swift action. I wrote about
the complexities of my identity
last year. I wrote about the harm
behind joking that Asians and
Jews are somehow better suited for
each other, per the model minority
myth and fetishization. The media
plays its role, making the coupling
a joke and deeming a predatory
relationship like Woody Allen and
Soon-Yi Previn as admissible. I
hope it’s apparent now that the
consequences are violent. Infantilizing us and perpetuating Asian

women as subservient under the
white male gaze is killing us.
Rebecca Kuss is a Korean
and Jewish children’s book editor living in New Jersey. This is
an excerpt from her Alma essay
“Asian Jews are suffering. We
need you to listen.”
No matter how much I held
up my Judaism for the world to
see, it was not a shield against
the overwhelming onslaught of
white supremacy. It didn’t help
when I was 8 and a white woman
attacked me in a store for being
a “f***ing chink.” I couldn’t
use it the night a white man followed me home, begging me to
“go North Korea on his dick.”
It didn’t protect me in college
when a Jewish guy I liked and
who I thought liked me recorded
us having sex and played it for
his entire frat during their annual
“Yellow Fever Week.”
After Tuesday night’s violent
and devastating white supremacist attack in Atlanta, which resulted in the murder of six Asian
women, I sat with my mom (like
many good second-generation
Asian daughters, she lives with
me) and cried. I felt exhausted,
hollow, angry. I felt like all I had
ever known in this world was rejection, fear and death. The only
question I could ask was “why?”
and my mom — my beautiful,
strong, stubborn, wise mom —
said, “We’re Jews. We suffer.”
We are Jews. We suffer. Not
we have suffered in the past (even
though we have), or we know
suffering (even though we do) —
but we suffer in the present. And
when one of us suffers, we all do.
Right now, the Asian American community — a community
that includes many, many Jewish
people — is not only suffering
but dying. So stop trying to look
for ways to separate our Judaism
from your Judaism, stop trying to
deny us safe haven in the Jewish
community — our community —
and instead open your hearts and
minds to our pain, our existence,
our story. Because this is the story
of Jewish people.
Melody Muhlrad is a Taiwanese-American Jewish mother
living in Los Angeles. This is an
excerpt from her Kveller essay
“Raising Asian Jewish Kids in
the U.S. Has Never Been More
Scary.”
I’m embarrassed to admit this,
but my first reaction when think-

ing about how to best protect my
children from the Asian and Jewish hate that they may experience
was to flee. After my initial shock
over the Atlanta shootings, I found
myself dramatically proclaiming
to my husband that I didn’t think
that the United States was a safe
place for our family anymore.
Sure, it was an extreme reaction to
what had happened, but perhaps it
was the “fight or flight” reaction to
fear that led me to choose “flight.”
In the past, my husband and
I have talked about moving to a
different country — particularly
to China or Taiwan, given that I
still have many extended family
members there. It’s an idea we’ve
addressed with more seriousness
in the last year as COVID-19 has
created more remote work environments. Now that anti-Semitism
has hit an all-time high and Asian
hate crimes are increasing in the
United States, perhaps it is time
to make this move?  
And yet, upon further reflection, I recognized that fleeing the
country is not the answer. In this
dark time, I am reminded of the
Jewish principle of tikkun olam,
or repairing the world — the idea
being that although the world is a
good place, God left us room to
make improvements. I realized
that the way to keep my children
safe is to do my best to make the
world a safer place for them. I’m
still figuring out what this means
for me, and I know that this will
be a lifelong process.
Rabbi Mira Rivera works at
Romemu, a nondenominational
synagogue in New York City.
There are many Jews for whom
Asian heritage is woven into our
identities, so what should the
Jewish community do? No. 1, be
in relationship. Hopefully it is not
only during tragedy. It’s terrible
that we have to meet this way. For
me, this is a call to action. Who are
we in relationship with? Whom do
we count as Jewish community?
As someone who’s dedicated my
life to the service of Jewish community, we want to contribute to
Jewish community, not only when
we have to talk about our pigmentation or about the size of our eyes,
or about whether we stand with
Black Lives Matter.
We cannot escape the fact that
we in the United States live in a
multicultural environment in the
friendships that our children make,
the people we hire to take care of

our elders. Who we trust lives to
are not necessarily white Ashkenazi Eastern European Jews.
That is just the plain truth. We
are dependent on the good graces
of people that serve us so that we
can live our lives Jewishly, and in
a meaningful and holy way.
Yoshi Silverstein is a ChineseAmerican Ashkenazi Jew and the
founder and executive director of
the Mitsui Collective. He lives in
Cleveland.
The very first folks that I started
to hear from were people in my
Jews of color community, particularly Black Jews. They knew
exactly what we were all feeling, and knew exactly what was
needed, in terms of making clear
the support they’re offering, and
that they had our backs. That was
really powerful.
My response at Tree of Life was
a feeling of we’ve been ringing the
alarm bells for a long time, noticing the way that hateful rhetoric,
in that case anti-Semitic and in
this case anti-Asian, has been on
the rise. In some cases, specific
violence. And feeling like nobody
was hearing us.
Anti-Asian rhetoric and violence has been on the rise in really
marked ways since the beginning
of the pandemic. There have
been all of these violent attacks
on Asian elders — in their 60s,
70s, 80s — on the streets in broad
daylight. A couple weeks ago,
some sporadic conversations were
starting to sprout from various
(See Hate Crimes Page 3)
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Hate Crimes...

(Continued From Page 2)

Jewish institutions — folks starting to pay attention and [saying],
“Oh, should we do something?”
It’s just painfully slow and felt like
really not a high priority. We’ve
been telling you that this violence
has already been happening, and
that something even worse was
going to happen. And you weren’t
listening.
It’s like the Black Lives Matter movement: It’s been growing
for years, and it took the horrific,
horrific nature of the murders of
George Floyd and Breonna Taylor
to really wake people up.
Responding to and talking
about racism is hard. It’s not
something that comes naturally.
It’s something that you have
to study and dedicate time and
attention and energy toward.
It’s like weightlifting. You don’t
suddenly go deadlift 400 pounds
when you’ve never done this before. You’re going to break your
back. Last summer, we saw a lot
of organizational leaders running
around like chickens with their
heads cut off. They knew it was
important, but they had no idea
how to respond.
I’ve spent a lot of my life subconsciously suppressing being
Asian. And I’ve become really
good at being “just” an Ashkenazi
Jewish professional. And I think
that’s one of the things that has
really opened up as Jews of color
have gotten more resources and
attention: We’re able to more fully
express all of who we are. And
that’s becoming both allowed and
championed. People are saying,
“Oh, that’s actually really great.
It’s expanding what Judaism
means, and what it looks like and
feels like to be Jewish.”
Gen Slosberg is a recent graduate of the University of California,
Berkeley, and a founder of Lunar:
The Asian-Jewish Film Project.
The pandemic aggravated menON

tal health issues that I had been
experiencing throughout college.
With the surge in anti-Semitic attacks and anti-Asian violence, it
feels like every other day one of
my communities, or all of them,
is being attacked. It’s like I never
get to catch a break — today I explain anti-Semitism to my friends,
tomorrow it’s anti-Asian racism.
This has been exhausting.
Carmel Tanaka is a queer Jewpanese (Jewish and Japanese)
woman of color and the community engagement director at Elimin8hate, an anti-racism campaign
and reporting center launched by
the Vancouver Asian Film Festival
in partnership with project1907.
Anti-Asian racism predates the
pandemic, and exists north of the
border in Canada, too. And, unfortunately, because of the pandemic,
the media’s fetishizing and hypersexualixing of Asian women, and
the negative reinforcement in the
media of attaching the virus to Chinese people and our Chinatowns,
there’s been a rise. According to
data collected by Elimin8hate,
there have been more reported
anti-Asian incidents in Canada
than in the United States.
As a member of the Asian and
Jewish and queer communities,
I’m personally aware of the racism
and hatred. It was Pittsburgh not
too long ago and it was Orlando
a few years prior. And now we
have Atlanta. So I feel like all of
my identities are being hit. At the
same time, what has been truly
incredible is to see all of my communities standing in solidarity and
grieving together.
Since the pandemic, the silver
lining is the ability to connect
with other Asian Jews. So often
we don’t get to connect because of
the lack of inclusion, diversity and
accessibility in the Jewish community. So it’s been really incredible
to be able to meet people who
look like me, who have similar
experiences to me, but who also
are different than me.

An American
‘Shtisel’ remake is
coming directed
by acclaimed
Jewish ﬁlmmaker
Kenneth Lonergan

By Gabe Friedman
(JTA) — “Shtisel,” the Israeli
television series about a haredi
Orthodox family that is popular
around the world with both Jews
and non-Jews, is being adapted
into an American version.
The show, which besides the
name will share few thematic
elements with the original, is being written by Lauren Gussis and
directed by Kenneth Lonergan,
who is best known for his Oscarwinning drama “Manchester By
the Sea.”
Deadline reported the news
Tuesday and described the remake
as “a modern-day Romeo and
Juliet story about an ultra-progressive, over-achieving secular
eighteen-year-old young woman
on the verge of personal freedom,
and the strictly observant Orthodox young man to whom she is
powerfully drawn – so powerfully
that she is willing to uproot her
entire life to be with him.”
Kveller noted that “Friends”
co-creator Martha Kauffman
pitched the idea of an American
version of the show to Amazon
five years ago, but that project
never came to fruition.
CBS Studios will produce the
remake. A distribution platform
has yet to be named.

TO

By JTA Staff
(JTA) — In what was likely
the first-ever friendly sports match
between Israel and the United
Arab Emirates, their national
rugby squads squared off Friday
in Dubai.
In the first game, Israel defeated
UAE 33-0. The teams mixed players for a second game.
The countries have warmed
previously nonexistent relations
since signing the Abraham Accords last year, which opened up
formal diplomatic relations and
trade, tourism and other agreements.
Israeli President Reuven Rivlin congratulated both teams in a
tweet and said that Israel hopes

to host the Emirati squad in Israel
“very soon.”
“While leaders may sign peace
agreements, true peace requires
people on both sides to build bonds
of friendship and cooperation in
every arena,” Rivlin wrote.
The Israeli team stayed in
Dubai to celebrate and held an outdoor Shabbat ceremony captured
by Khaleej Times writer Michal
Divon.
https://twitter.com/michaldiv
onstatus/137297917740675074
2?s=20
Since the fall signing of the
peace agreement, tens of thousands of Israelis have visited the
Emirates.
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Gone in 60 Seconds
Germantown’s McVay Park
Actually, 7354 Splinter Oak
Cove sold in 6 days, before
the sign could even get
installed!
Preparation, Presentation
and Proper Pricing…
combined with my highly
successful Strategic
Marketing Program, can
make the difference in what
you make…and when!
If you or someone you know is thinking of selling, talk to 2-3 real estate
Brokers but make sure that I am one of them! And, remember…

When you want the job DONE, call Shel-DONE!
Sheldon Rosengarten,
Broker

Life Member, Multi-Million Dollar Club
Memphis Area Association of Realtors
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David Ross, Agent
8317 Cordova Road
Cordova, TN 38016
Bus: 901-795-9067
www.davidjross.net
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your insurance needs is part
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State Farm is there.®
CALL ME TODAY.
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The Jewish highlights of the 2021
Grammys: Breakout performance but no
win for Jewish sister act Haim

Lollipop Lamb Chops with Sauteed
Spinach and Apple Walnut Chutney
By Seth Feibelman
As a chef, when I begin my
Passover Seder planning, I always start with the Seder plate.
I look at it as the foundation of
traditional Passover food: matzah
(unleavened bread), zeroa (lamb
shankbone), egg, maror (bitter herbs), charoset (mixture of
apples, pears, nuts and wine) and
karpas (vegetable).
The variety of ingredients
remind me of the cooking show
“Chopped.” I think, what can
be created using these particular
ingredients to compose a delicious dish? This year, how about
Lollipop Lamb Chops with Sauteed Spinach and Apple Walnut
Chutney?
These recipes are scaled for 4
people.

Grilled Lollipop
Lambchops

Traditionally, the Seder plate
calls for lamb bone. I like to grill
Lollipop Lamb Chops so I can use
the bone for the plate and have a
delicious meal at the same time!
1 rack of lamb cut into individual chops
2 tablespoons rosemary
¼ cup butter
1 cup beef stock
1 bottle red wine
2x sprinkle of salt
2x sprinkle of pepper

Sprinkle lamb with salt, pepper
and rosemary. Marinate overnight
in ½ the bottle of red wine and put
the remaining ½ bottle to the side
for later.
Drain marinade from lamb
and discard liquid. Sprinkle again
with salt and pepper. Grill lamb on
both sides until medium rare (approximately 2 minutes per side).
Avoid overcooking lamb. If it is
not cooked enough after grilling,
feel free to put it in a preheated
350-degree oven for a few more
minutes.
Simmer the remaining wine on
the stove until it reduces by ½. Add
the beef broth and reduce the mixture by ½ again. Wisk in the butter
just before serving over the lamb.

Sauted Spinach

When I think of bitter herbs at
Passover, I always think of parsley.
However, there are many greens
that fall into the “bitter” category.
Spinach is one!
2 pounds fresh baby spinach
1 quart boiling water
2 tablespoons olive oil
½ cup finely diced onions
1 tablespoons minced garlic
2 whole eggs
Pinch of salt and pepper

Boil the water in a large enough
pot to add the spinach. Once the
water is boiling, remove the pot
from heat, add the spinach and
cover with a lid. Wait a few minutes and open pot. Stir spinach
until it is all wilted. Strain all
the water from the spinach and
squeeze out remaining water.
Sautee onions and garlic in olive oil for 1 to 2 minutes. Add the
spinach and stir constantly. Wisk
eggs together and add to the center
of the pan. Stir spinach until egg
is fully incorporated and cooked.
Add salt and pepper to taste.

Apple Walnut Chutney

Apple walnut chutney is a chef’s
way of saying Charoset!
2 tablespoons minced garlic
1 tablespoon minced ginger
1 cup cider vinegar
2 cups brown sugar
1 ½ pounds Granny Smith
apples diced into small cubes
½ cup raisins
½ cup dried walnuts
1 teaspoon cayenne pepper
1 teaspoon salt

Add garlic, ginger, cider vinegar, brown sugar, apples, and raisins to a non-aluminum saucepan.
Melt sugar and continue stirring.
Add walnuts, and if you like spicy,
add the cayenne. Continue stirring
until apples are soft and the chutney is the desired thickness. Taste
and add salt if needed.
Plate, enjoy, and don’t forget
to share your creations with
Jewish Scene on Instagram &
Facebook!

We want to take this opportunity
to wish
the Memphis Jewish community

A Happy Passover

The Board of Directors,
Residents and Staff
of

Plough Towers

Thank you for your support during the Coronavirus outbreak

By Emily Burack
(JTA) — When the Jewish sister act Haim took the stage at the
2021 Grammy Awards on Sunday
night, Americans began googling
“hime.”
That’s how host Trevor Noah
pronounced the group’s name,
which is the last name of the sisters and the Hebrew word for life.
Though the sisters did not win in
either of the categories in which
they were nominated, they celebrated their friend Taylor Swift’s
win backstage.
The ceremony, of course, was
unusual: There was no audience, the nominees sat outdoors
at socially distant tables and the
awards were announced by people
involved with local music venues
across the country.
Yet it was still a riveting spectacle, and other awards shows held
during the COVID-19 pandemic
pale in comparison: By having
attendees in person, viewers were
treated to a mix of incredible
performances and live acceptance
speeches that were not streamed
from a living room.
There were stand-out Jewish
performers, though not many Jewish musicians took home trophies.
The performances
For Haim’s first-ever Grammy’s performance, the group
chose “The Steps” from their
album “Women in Music Pt. III.”
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=kZ_LYDulhuE&ab_ch
annel=RecordingAcademy%2FG
RAMMYs
Doja Cat, making her Grammys debut, performed her hit “Say
So” near the end of the show in a
futuristic latex suit, including the
TikTok dance that helped the song

go viral. She also teased her next
album, “Planet Her.”
Jack Antonoff, the Jewish producer, joined Taylor Swift for her
performance along with Jewish
musician Aaron Dessner.
“We’ve only gotten to be together in the same room once, so
this is really awesome to get to be
together with them again,” Swift
said of performing with Antonoff
and Dessner. “We’re quarantining
in the same house, we’re getting
tested every day. It’s just really
exciting, honestly, to play music
with your collaborators. That’s
something that I will never, ever
take for granted again.”
The winners
Though many Jewish artists
were nominated — from Haim
to Doja Cat — not many won.
The notable Jewish winners were
Antonoff and Dessner, who were
key parts of Swift’s Album of the
Year win for “Folklore.”
Ahead of the ceremony, comedian Tiffany Haddish won for
best comedy album for her Netflix
special “Black Mitzvah” released
in December 2019. Haddish celebrated her bat mitzvah on the same
day the Netflix special premiered.
Director, actor and writer Taika
Waititi won the Grammy for best
compilation soundtrack for visual
media for his film “Jojo Rabbit,”
much to his confusion.
https://www.youtube.com/wa
tch?v=ZRisk9rYee0&list=PLzA
duZ80dWSu1zZRWlkKALOe8u
UFdWClh&index=55&ab_chan
nel=RecordingAcademy%2FGR
AMMYs
“I guess they’re just giving
Grammys to anyone now! I’ll take
it, thank you,” the Jewish Māori
filmmaker joked. “What can I say?

It was so long ago, I can barely
remember anything about making
that movie — but it seems like it’s
never going to go away, and I’m
happy about that.”
Waititi was in a trailer on a
movie set while he accepted the
award — likely “Thor: Love and
Thunder,” featuring Natalie Portman as Thor — and tweeted later
that he was “happy” about the
Grammy win.
Joanie Leeds, a singer-songwriter who frequently leads children’s Shabbat programming and
has released albums of Jewish
children’s music, won the Grammy
for best children’s album for “All
the Ladies,” which contains a
musical ode to the late Jewish
Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader
Ginsburg.
Finally, an orchestral adaptation of “The Diary of Anne Frank
& Meditations On Rilke” narrated
by Isabel Leonard and conducted
by Michael Tilson Thomas for
the San Francisco Symphony
Orchestra won best classical
compendium. Thomas produced
the work back in 1990 with the
help of Audrey Hepburn, who
originally read Frank’s words in
performance.
Looking ahead …
A new trailer for “In the
Heights” that aired during the
broadcast set the internet abuzz.
With a screenplay by the Jewish
Puerto Rican playwright Quiara
Alegría Hudes, with music by
Lin-Manuel Miranda, the musical
is poised to become the film of the
summer once theaters reopen.
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=7g6c6dCuTW8&ab_
c h a n n e l = Wa r n e r B r o s .
UK%26Ireland

Study: ‘Big Five’ social-media platforms earn ‘B-’
in tackling hate online
The worst grades went to the
networking sites AnonUp, Gab
and 8Kun, as well as the video
platform Brighteon, all of
which received an “F.”

(JNS) – An “explosion of hate
and lurid conspiracies” proliferating across various social-media
platforms has been observed this
year, the Simon Wiesenthal Center
said on Tuesday in announcing the
release of its annual digital terrorism and hate report/online study.
Not a single platform earned
an “A” grade in this year’s report,
which evaluates policies socialmedia companies have in place in
order to combat online hatred. The
“Big Five”—Facebook/Instagram,
Twitter and YouTube/Google—
all received a “B-” score. Their
combined audience totals almost
6 billion users.
The popular networking platforms Telegram and Parler received a “D-” and a “D,” respectively.
The worst grades went to the
networking sites AnonUp, Gab
and 8Kun, as well as the video
platform Brighteon, all of which
received an “F.”
The gaming platforms Twitch
and Discord received a “C-” while
Steam was given a “C.” In the
category of “memes/music,” iFunny received a “D,” and Spotify
earned a “C.”
Rabbi Abraham Cooper, who
has led the Simon Wiesenthal
Center’s digital terrorism and hate
project for nearly 30 years, said it’s

Illustrative: Social-media companies displayed on a smartphone.
Credit: Twin Design/Shutterstock.
“worrisome to see us moving in the
wrong direction at this juncture in
history.”
“Social-media giants, who for
decades moved slowly and incrementally against online hate,
suddenly entered the political
arena, impacting on elections and
COVID-related health issues,” he
explained. “We call on the ‘Big

Five’ to refocus on degrading the
marketing capabilities of bigots,
anti-Semites and terrorists, foreign
and domestic. At a time when our
collective economic and social
lifeline is social media, we need
companies to establish transparent rules about hate—whatever
the source—and live up to those
standards.”

Passover Greetings

MATTEI’S GARAGE
NEAR POPLAR AND MENDENHALL

4930 Black Road
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Larry Cervetti, Owner
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Josh Kahane wins landmark case against U.S. Government

Josh Kahane

MEMPHIS, Tenn. – U.S. District Judge Mark S. Norris ruled
Mon., March 15, 2021, in favor of
the property owners and managers
who brought a lawsuit against the
Center for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC), Department
of Justice, Health and Human
Services, and Department of
Housing and Urban Development,
finding that the national eviction
moratorium, which has prevented
residential evictions since Septem-

ber 2020, is unlawful and exceeds
the authority delegated to the CDC
under the federal Public Health
Service Act. Judge Norris struck
down the eviction moratorium and
declared it unenforceable. In issuing his 20-page Order, Judge Norris stated that “[t]o hold otherwise
would be to construe the statute so
broadly as to grant this administrative agency unfettered power to
prohibit or mandate anything….”.
The case, Tiger Lily, LLC et al.
vs. United States Department of
Housing and Urban Development
et al. No. 2:20-cv-02692-MSNatc, led by Glankler Brown lawyer,
Josh Kahane, was the first case
of its kind filed anywhere in the
United States on behalf of a broad
and diverse coalition of business organizations and individuals owning and managing more
than 5,000 apartments, duplexes,
townhomes, and single-family
residences across Memphis. The
Tiger Lily Plaintiffs argued that the
government action exceeded its
delegated authority, was arbitrary
and capricious, and infringed upon
constitutionally protected liberties.
“The Court’s ruling is both of
national significance and fundamental importance,” noted Mr.

Kahane. “We are grateful to Judge
Norris for his reasoned decision,
which puts an end to the serious
and unlawful infringement on
constitutional standards and fundamentally protected rights.”
The Tiger Lily Plaintiffs
brought their lawsuit in September 2020, following the expiration
of the March 2020 CARES Act
eviction moratorium. Mr. Kahane
undertook all available steps to
expedite the litigation in light of
the extraordinary importance of
the issues presented and the damaging effects suffered by owners
under the moratorium. Over the
objection of the U.S. Government,
Mr. Kahane sought and obtained
an expedited briefing schedule that
placed the case in a position for
final resolution in the beginning
of 2021. “We are very grateful
to Judge Norris for prioritizing
resolution of this case,” added Mr.
Kahane.
Subsequent to the submission
of final briefs, in mid-January
2021, the U.S Government argued
that the Consolidated Appropriations Act of 2021 ratified the eviction moratorium; the Tiger Lily
Plaintiffs argued it did not. In issuing its ruling, Judge Norris again

sided with the Tiger Lily Plaintiffs
rejecting the U.S Government’s
argument stating “a one-month
extension of a halt order does not
remedy the constitutional infirmities of an open-ended delegation.
For these reasons Defendants’
arguments concerning ratification
are unavailing.”
The U.S Government has filed
an appeal to the Sixth Circuit Court
of Appeals and the expectation is
that this case will likely be argued
before the United States Supreme
Court in Washington, D.C.
As evictions are again permitted by owners against non-paying
tenants, Mr. Kahane stressed, “we
remain strong advocates for any
lawful effort that will help tenants
remain in their homes during this
uniquely challenging time; however, these efforts to assist one
important group must not come at
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the expense of damaging another.
We are proud to have successfully
defended the rights of owners –
both big and small – and now call
upon state and local government
to ensure that the funds allocated
under last week’s American Rescue Act are quickly and efficiently
distributed to those most vulnerable and in need.”

SERVICES AVAILABLE

• Driver—Courteous and reliable person to take

you anywhere you need to go in Memphis and surrounding areas: Dr’s appointments, Shopping, Errands, Airport. Available weekdays and weekends.

• House Sitting and Dog Sitting—

Responsible adult available to stay with your dogs
while you are away. I love dogs!

Contact Rick Danzig: 901-337-6009

KOSHER
WINES
FOR
PASSOVER

Largest Selection in Memphis

Finest Playa Mujeres

Travel safely close to home!

By Debbie Rosenthal
Have you been wondering
where you can travel safely that’s
close to home? Did you know there
are 423 national parks in the U.S.
(including the U.S. Virgin Islands
and Puerto Rico)? Consider seeing
some of these iconic destinations
such as CanyonLands, Yellowstone Winter Wonderland, Classic
Lodges and Parks of the West, Yosemite with a Globus escorted tour,
and enjoy the many advantages of
their Small-Group Discovery tours
such as reduced capacity of 24 passengers, VIP access and included
entry fees, hotels IN the parks
where reservations are extremely
hard to get, hassle free expedited
hotel check in/out, and hands-off

luggage delivery.
Where else besides our national
parks are on your bucket list? After
93 years in business, Globus has
sought out perfect hotels in the
heart of these destinations: Spectacular Alaska, The Pacific Northwest, Coasts of Maine, Southern Charms, California Classics,
Historic Trains of Colorado. All
of these tours are great for families, couples, or girls’ getaways.
Globus escorted tours take away
all the hassle and stress of doing
it on your own and allow you to
save time and energy and sit back
and enjoy the view without burying your head in your guidebook.
Globus’ Peace of Mind Travel Plan
allows you to move your deposit

with no penalties.
If you prefer staying close to
home but want easy access to
beautiful white sand beaches,
head to Mexico or the Dominican
Republic, where we recommend
these award-winning all-inclusive
resorts. Choose from AAA 5
Diamond adult-only Unico 2087
in Riviera Maya where you play
golf, recharge at the spa, or relax
at the multiple pools. Familyfriendly Finest Playa Mujeres
has especially white sand sugar
beaches because it is blocked
by Isla Mujeres. Their spacious
family suites offer rooftops and
private plunge pools. The brand,
new Hyatt Ziva and Zilara Cap
Cana has a family and adult-only
side and offers an expansive water
park and lazy river, state-of-theart gym, and 13 restaurants and
bars. Enjoy a worry-free vacation
with enhanced safety and health
protocols. Expect foot sanitizers
upon check in, temperature checks
and sanitizing stations all around
the resort. You can easily socially
distance with your private plunge
pool, reduced capacity and tons of
open-air space, making your resort
feel uncrowded. They also provide
complimentary antigen tests on
property. Call 901.682.5600 or
email drosenthal@dreamvacations.com to book.

see Us FOR new BRands
and all stYles OF KOsHeR wines
we HaVe new, dRY stYle wines FROM
aRGentina, FRanCe, aUstRalia, CHile, italY and isRael

CASE DISCOUNT AVAILABLE
Memphis & Germantown’s Wine and Liquor Superstore

6150 POPLAR AVENUE at SHADY GROVE (in Regalia)
(901) 682-1333 • vikalp.patel@greatwinesmemphis.com

ANDREW
BOSHWIT
(901) 202-8648 Direct
(901) 335-8709 Mobile
aboshwit@irmllc.com
www.irmllc.com

INSURANCE & BONDS

Concerned about Lawsuits?
Commercial / Business Insurance

I
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Keri Unowsky participated in the 2018 Jewish Women’s Renaissance
Project’s MOMentum women’s trip to Israel, funded in part by Memphis
Jewish Federation.

Keri Unowsky: As my ancestors
planted for me, I am planting for
my descendants
By Emma Figarsky
The compassion and drive that
Keri Unowsky brings to the Memphis Jewish community is nothing
short of inspirational, especially
in times as trying as this past
year. Over the last few years, her
involvement has only increased as
she has taken further steps as an
active, natural leader in the community. Keri currently serves on
the Jewish Community Partners
board and sits on Memphis Jewish
Federation’s Memphis-Shoham
Partnership Committee, on top of
her demanding schedule as senior
vice president and counsel of First
Horizon. She and her husband,
Dan, also have a Donor Advised
Fund with Jewish Foundation of
Memphis.
Raised with a strong Jewish
education, Keri always felt solid
ties with her Jewish identity.
Though it was not until she

joined the women’s MOMentum
Trip to Israel in October of 2018
that Keri found herself so involved
in Memphis, a trip that she fondly
recalls as the experience of a
lifetime.
“I had been to Israel four other
times before that, but it was the
first time I had been back as a wife
and a mother,” said Keri. “You just
view it all very differently. I think
coming back, you realize how
important it is to share that love of
Israel and the Jewish community
in general, so you can plant the
seeds for the community at large,
and your own children, and their
children.”
On her trip, Keri traveled
through Israel while making connections with phenomenal Jewish
women from around the world.
The more time she spent exploring Israel through this newfound
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lens, the more inspired she grew.
She found herself across the world,
awe-struck by the sheer power of
the Jewish community and the
mighty strength supporting it.
“The money you give here in
Memphis, Tenn., can really have
a far-reaching effect,” she said. “I
think it meant a lot to me, too, to
see that our financial support went
to organizations that not only help
Israel, but also foster relations with
the Arab neighbors there. That was
very amazing.”
The following summer, Keri
joined the Jewish Community
Partners (JCP) board. When it was
announced that they were in need
of volunteers to make phone calls
for Federation’s Annual Community Campaign, it only felt right
that she signed up.
“I obviously feel very strongly
that what JCP does is a great thing
for the community and for Israel,”
she said. “So, I just signed up, took
some names, and got lucky that my
recipients were willing to give this
year, despite the terrible pandemic.
“When you really believe in
something, it enables you to be
more enthusiastic, but asking for
money is not always an easy or
comfortable thing to do,” she continued. “It really is very easy to be
enthusiastic and to be positive when
it’s something you truly believe in.”
Driving Keri’s passion to raise
support for Memphis Jewish Federation is the strong sense of community she sees flourishing due to
the Federation. She is empowered
by the life-changing impact that
she has been able to witness firsthand, from non-profits in Israel to
local scholarships. Inspired by the
difference the Federation has been
able to make, Keri has gone above
and beyond to foster strength in the
community.

CHAG PESACH
SAMEACH

חג פסח שמח
May your Pesach overflow with happiness,
and may you always be blessed with peace,
prosperity and togetherness!

Happy Passover
FROM THE M CC
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Happy
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®
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Celebrating a birthday, graduation, wedding
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Let Spark Printing add another dimension!
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www.SparkPrinting.com
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Virtual Mock Seder spans generations

Timna and Malcolm Myers show
an antique pewter Seder plate that
belonged to Malcolm’s grandmother

Sharing family stories, heirlooms, recipes, customs, rabbinical narratives and singing together
delighted the group of 30 people
who attended Anshei Sphard
Beth-El Emeth (ASBEE) Congregation’s Virtual Mock Seder
on Sunday afternoon, March 14.
“Our Virtual Mock Seder had
something for everyone – it was
a great experience with Rabbi
Finkelstein at the helm,” said
ASBEE programming chairperson
Steve Gold, about the congregation’s spiritual leader Rabbi Joel
Finkelstein.
Highlights of the Zoom Seder
included members sharing their
special Pesach heirlooms. Timna
and Malcolm Myers showed an
antique pewter Seder plate that
belonged to Malcolm’s paternal
grandmother. Timna and Malcolm
brought the heirloom with them
when they emigrated from South
Africa with their family and came
to Memphis in 1981. The plate,
with plant motifs and a menorah
engraved at its center, is over a

foot in diameter and weighs more
than 8 pounds. Around the edge
are Hebrew words that spell out
the steps of the Seder from Kadesh
to Nirzah.
After doing research for the
model Seder program, the Myers
discovered how special the plate is.
With the help of Rabbi Finkelstein,
who deciphered the Hebrew letters
on the plate, they determined that
it had been made in 1806.
Ada Myers z”l, Malcolm’s
grandmother, carried the Seder
plate with her when she emigrated
from Lithuania to South Africa in
1926. Malcolm remembered the
Seder Plate at their family table
every Pesach. He recalled the wonderful and warm relationship he
shared with his Bubba. His feisty
grandmother lived with his family
from the time he was a little boy
and shared with him many stories
from Europe all told in Yiddish, the
only language she would speak.
Mrs. Myers would return to
Europe once more in 1939 when
she was determined to rescue her
cousin and bring her back to South
Africa. Miraculously, she accomplished this though the full story is
not known – as well as the origin
of the plate that has been in their
family for generations.
Iris and Ronald Harkavy also
shared family Pesach memories,

which include hosting 50-plus
people including extended family
and friends each year. She and
Ronald have hosted their family Seders for at least the past 30
years, a role she inherited from
her mother-in-law. Iris showed a
contemporary Israeli Seder plate
they have used and a painting she
created that embodies the spirit of
her family, entitled “The Best Stories Happen in the Dining Room.”
“My life has been around my
dining room with family and
friends,” she recalled.
The painting expresses those
moments: “Simchas, the memorable moments, all my kids doing
Friday night dinner every week
with us, and the Seder,” she said.
“Our lives have revolved around
our children.”
Dr. Sherwin Yaffe also shared
his special porcelain Seder plate.
As a teenager away at Yeshiva,
he purchased it on his own as a
surprise for his parents. The colorfully painted plate continues to
hold many family memories for
him. Today, he and his wife, Pat,
have a special place on the Seder
table for it.
Rabbi Finkelstein said,” The
mock Seder today helped me realize that every family is a repository of their own memories and
customs going back generations.”
During the program, Rabbi
Finkelstein explained a variety
of Seder customs and gave a
PowerPoint presentation that included the four narratives of how
“God took us out of Egypt.” He
showed the many different kinds
of karpas that people bring to the
table – from celery and potatoes to
parsley and ultimately how each
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of us “must leave our own straits
(narrow places) and challenges
behind as we leave our own human
bondage.”
The Rabbi invited the participants to share remembrances and
family customs, and some remembered the spectacular moror that
Wolfe Levin and Dr. Ira Weinstein,
z”l, would make each year to give
out to family and friends before
Pesach.
Dovid Kravetsky donned his
special chef’s hat and demonstrated the art of making charoset
– Ashkenazi style with apple, nuts
and cinnamon – each ingredient
carefully laid out on the table via
Zoom.
Diana Lazar shared her mother’s Sephardic recipe, one that
her mother learned growing up in
pre-State Israel – Palestine, which
includes apricots and date paste.
Her husband, Marty, confirmed
for the Rabbi that it was very tasty!
Reading four narratives from
the Haggadah were Dr. Sher-

win Yafffe, Sally Baer, Michelle
ComesLast, and Lynnie Mirvis.
Celia, Bennet and Ari Lubin; Aiden, Kivi, and Lyla Cenker; Vered and Kitra Karkowsky,
children from the congregation,
chanted the four questions.
Cantor Aryeh Samberg gave a
rousing medley of Pesach songs
from Dayenu to Hasal siddur
Pesach to complete the Mock
Seder.
Everyone agreed that “we all
learned something new – and of
course – all the children were
wonderful – so adorable!”
ASBEE Sisterhood Pesach
Recipes from the past were also
available in the ASBEE e-newsletter posted by shul Programming
Vice President Linda Joffre.
The year of COVID-19 has
been a challenging and tragic one
and yet has yielded unexpected
gifts like this Virtual Mock Seder
– a way for members in the congregation to connect across the
generations.

The Lubin children participate in the ASBEE Virtual Mock Seder

Do you remember all those branches
and limbs that fell this winter?

You’ve made it through winter,
now it’s time to enjoy being outside.

Prune your trees to avoid damaging your home
and property – and enjoy the outdoors again!

How does your fence look?
Improve that view with an array of stain color choices.

Tree Planting & Removal | Tree & Hedge Trimming
Stump Grinding & Removal | Tree Inspection & Consulting
Storm & Emergency Clean-up | Lot Clearing
Debris Removal & Grappling Truck

Wood | Chain Link
Iron & Aluminum Ornamental | Security Access
Staining | Entry Gates
Pool Enclosures | Dog Enclosures

(901) 300.3938 | mistertree.com

(901) 767.8080 | bluffcityfence.com

Locally Owned & Operated | Free Estimates | Residential Financing Available

Locally Owned & Operated | Free Estimates | Residential Financing Available
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Virtuous Joseph—Nation Maker

Editor’s note: This story is being
reprinted in memory of Ted
Roberts in appreciation of his
longtime service as a newspaper
columnist.
By Ted Roberts
“Know certainly that your
descendants will be strangers
in a land that
is not theirs,
and will serve
them, and
they will afflict them
four hundred
years.” —
Genesis 15:13
Have we
ever considered that the morality of Joseph,
son of Jacob, determined the
destiny of the Jewish people? You
might even say that the fate of the
Judeo Christian world hinged on
the character of Joseph, son of Hebrew shepherds. History held her
breath. Judaism and Christianity
were at stake.
I refer to that pivotal incident
when Joseph was tempted by
Potiphar’s wife. Remember that
with the exception of Moses,
Joseph is the sun, moon, and stars
of the biblical galaxy. Abraham,
Isaac, Jacob, David, and Solomon
– good people, but many of them
struck with flaws still to be seen
in all of mankind, which is only
to say that they were not perfect.
Joseph comes close. And with
world-shaping results.
The proof? Potiphar’s wife –

Ted has a new
revised book
50% new stories

The scribbler
on The roof
by Ted roberts
The best of Ted’s
work—a collection
of stories designed
to make you laugh
and cry
$10.95
available at lulu.com

Joseph’s boss’s wife – sees Joe
doing his work one day. WOW!
Goes her feminine heart. “Now
Joseph was handsome in form and
appearance,” says the Chumash. A
singular statement made about no
other character. Potiphar’s wife is
a blunt-speaking lady: “Come lie
with me,” she purrs. Instead of ripping off his clothes (Joe hesitates
for a nanosecond – he is human,
you know) – he replies with a
speech that cites his obligations
(and gratitude to Potiphar) – none
of which includes pleasuring his
wife. Joseph, in an age of lascivious misbehavior, has a soul pure
white as snow. The wife, probably an ex-street walker screams
rape. (She’s so unimportant we
don’t get her name unless it’s
“Heyuu.”) But she grabs a chunk
of his sleeve.
The libidinous ex-street walker
swears that he assaulted her.
Look! his sleeve! Joe claims his
innocence, but who is going to
believe a slave. Joe finds himself
in jail where he enters the dream
interpretation business. Business booms and our ex-prisoner,
through G-d’s intervention no
doubt, transitions to Pharaoh’s
court. They need a dream reader
it seems. You know the rest of the
story – how, eventually, he brings
his family to Egypt. They prosper
and grow until that pharaoh ,who
knew not Joe, enslaves the Israelites. What follows? The Exodus,
Sinai, Torah – and flood of Jews
into what we now call Israel – all
of which shaped Judaism and the
world as we know it.
All because of Jacob’s son’s
virtue. It’s incredible that one
man who turned his back on
lust and disloyalty could shape
our world. Yes, Generals have
politically carved new nations
on the globe with their martial
skills. And politicians have drawn
new maps and great collectives
of similarly minded people and
constructed new nations. But it’s
hard to find a single act of virtue
that has created a people and their
mission – a mission so fitting to
their charter – a provenance built
in the resistance to treachery and
rejection of lustful love. Put it any

loans subject to approval, including credit approval. Some restrictions apply.
lable. Programs subject to change or termination without notice.

way you like: Tikuun Olam – a
lamp to a barbaric world. When
Joseph said “no” to temptation,
G-d smiled and future Napoleans,
Caesars, and even Einsteins were
diminished. And Joe’s weapon
was not muskets or theology, but
plain ol’ morality.
It seems unnecessary to point
out that had he yielded to his normal desires, the most explosive
event in history – the Epiphany
at Sinai – would never have happened. Fate would not have
pushed him into the ruling circle
at Egypt. Pharaoh would have
said “no” to a few dozen starving
sheepherders from Canaan who
wanted grazing land in Egypt.
And Judaism would be a footnote
to history.
The sheepherders, yes, were enslaved. But their trek to freedom,
lit by the lamp of G-d, encountered
Torah and brightened the world. A
man had made a Nation.
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A Memphis-based, family owned and operated business, supplying
industrial and medical gases and related products for over 72 years.
363 Walnut Street • (901) 348-6888 or tollfree (888) 639-2474
www.nexair.com
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Considering purchasing a new home
or reﬁnancing your current one?

Now is a great time to take advantage of the current rate environment. You could potentially
eliminate years off of your mortgage and maintain a consistent monthly payment.

CONVENTIONAL FINANCING | JUMBO | FHA/VA | PORTFOLIO
With more than 18 years of experience in mortgage lending, Scott Sorin is the
perfect candidate to assist you with any home financing need. Whether you’re
considering refinancing, a new home purchase, jumbo loans or portfolio lending,
Scott is eager to guide you through all of your options.

Scott Sorin
(901) 378-2244 | NMLS#40975
7465 Poplar Avenue | Germantown
scott.sorin@iberiabank.com
www.iberiabank.com/mortgage
IBERIABANK NMLS #403179. All loans subject to approval, including credit approval. Some restrictions apply.
Other programs available. Programs subject to change or termination without notice.

She’s always been the independent
type. We aim to keep
her that way.
In-Home Care Services
Memphis 901.752.1515
Northern Mississippi 662.393.1110
Covington 901.296.1200
memphis-169.comfortkeepers.com

• Personal Care
• Companionship and
housekeeping
• Dementia and
Alzheimer’s care
• Respite care
• Safety Solutions
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Fusing African and Jewish cuisines,
Richmond’s JewFro restaurant was inspired
by the George Floyd protest movement

The JewFro team, from left to right: Trey Owens, Ari Augenbaum
and Narine Hovnanian. 		
Credit: Courtesy of JewFro

By Sean Durns
(JTA) — Like many Americans, Ari Augenbaum, Trey Owens
and Narine Hovnanian closely
watched the protest movement
that followed the death of George
Floyd during the summer of 2020.
Floyd’s death sparked familiar discussions among the friends about
the history of race and oppression
in the United States.
The three restaurateurs, who
run a popular Virginia eatery
called Soul Taco, figured they
would use food to serve up healing, history and, they hope, a
unique dining experience.
During a late-night conversation at their Richmond restaurant,
they decided to launch JewFro, a
pop-up-style spot that fuses Jewish
and African cuisines. (Richmond
restaurants are open for in-person
dining, although JewFro offers
takeout service as well.)
“JewFro,” Augenbaum said,
“was born out of a conversation
that I’m sure many Americans
were having about the Black Lives
Matter protests.”
Augenbaum, Owens and Hovnanian already had experience
melding cuisines: Soul Taco combines Latin American flavors and
Southern food. Since its October
2018 opening, Soul Taco has enjoyed a meteoric rise, including
being featured on a January 2020
episode of Food Network’s “Diners, Drive-Ins and Dives.”
JewFro by day is a Jewish deli
that specializes in house-cured
meats and artisanal sandwiches
with African spices. By night, the
eatery offers up classic Jewish
and Israeli dishes with African
flair, as well as modern takes on
African dishes with Jewish flavors: grilled chicken marinated
in South African Peri-Peri sauce
over Israeli couscous, or Zigni (an
Eritrean beef stew) brisket over
matzah polenta with braised kale

and stewed tomatoes.
A recent Sunday brunch featured fresh baked challah with
house cured gravlax and Dukkah,
the Egyptian nut and spice blend.
Diners could wash it down with a
harissa mimosa, flavored with the
Tunisian hot chile pepper paste.
While creating the menu, the
three friends made an interesting
discovery.
“When we started researching
some of the dishes for this concept,
we realized that a lot of the ingredients and cooking methods were almost identical,” Augenbaum said.
In fact, “the similarities were more
prominent than the differences.”
Augenbaum, a Jew from Maryland, credits Owens, an AfricanAmerican from Richmond, with
the idea that eventually gave birth
to JewFro.
“Trey proposed that we pay
homage to both of our cultures
as a show of unity through food,”
Augenbaum recalled.
He and Hovnanian, an Armenian American, instantly thought it
was a great idea. The similarities,
they agreed, went beyond cuisine.
“While two-thirds of our ownership is white, all three of us come
from a place where our people
were persecuted,” Augenbaum
said.
They all have years of experience in the restaurant and hospitality industry.
Hovnanian, whose parents
were born and raised in Iraq and
Jordan, is no stranger to Middle
Eastern cuisine. From her parents
she inherited a love for labneh, halvah and hummus, and she credits
her Southern California upbringing with exposing her to various
cuisines. In addition to her work
as CEO at JewFro and Soul Taco,
she runs two other restaurants and
has both real estate investment and
event production companies.

Subscribe Now — Don’t Miss An Issue

Owens, JewFro’s director of
operations, points to his work on
both naval supply ships and international cruise lines in fostering an
interest in other cultures. He has
spent the past 15 years working in
the restaurant industry. Owens also
serves on Richmond Mayor Levar
Stoney’s COVID-19 restaurant
task force. Along with his two
business partners, he participated
in Black Lives Matter marches
last summer.
Augenbaum was raised in an
Orthodox Jewish household where
his family kept kosher and he ate
classic Ashkenazi fare like potato
kugel and gefilte fish. A gig with
a kosher caterer at the age of 13
eventually led to decades of work
in the foodservice industry, including running restaurants for celebrity chef Bobby Flay and Hollywood
actor Ashton Kutcher. Along the
way he picked up several awards
from the Restaurant Association
of Metropolitan Washington, D.C.
Augenbaum serves as JewFro’s
senior culinary director, a position
that allows him to indulge in his favorite pastime: experimenting with
old cuisines and new recipes. He
calls the decision to combine Jewish
and African fare “bold.” The two
cuisines, he says, are rarely fused.
“We haven’t seen any other
restaurants doing this. I think that
the main reason for that is that
African food is not very prominent
in American cuisine overall,” said
Augenbaum, who trained with
Morou Outarra, an American chef
who hails from the Ivory Coast.
By contrast, “Jewish delis are
popular and Israeli cuisine has become very popular in the last few
years with Michael Solomonov at
the forefront of that movement,”
he said, referring to the awardwinning Philadelphia chef.
However, “when it comes to
Jewish food on a refined fine dining level, outside of the kosher
world, there really is a lot less.”
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Should Nikki Haley get her photo in
the paper? For Orthodox magazines,
it’s a question.
By Shira Hanau
(JTA) — Back when Nikki
Haley served as ambassador to
the United Nations, someone close
to her approached Mishpacha, a
leading haredi Orthodox weekly
magazine, about arranging an
interview with the potential future
Republican presidential candidate.
The interview would have been
a get, the kind that most news magazines would feature with a cover
portrait. And indeed, the magazine’s leadership discussed the
idea, according to Yisroel Besser,
a contributing editor. But there
was one problem that needed to
be discussed with the magazine’s
rabbinical advisers: Mishpacha
doesn’t feature photos of women.
Haley left her post as ambassador shortly afterward, and no
interview with her appeared in
Mishpacha. But Besser suggested
during a podcast hosted by three
Modern Orthodox rabbis this week
that she had taken issue with the
magazine’s policy, which he said
was essential to preserve Mishpacha’s values.
“It was a deal breaker: She
wanted her picture on the cover,” Besser said in the interview
Wednesday night.
On Thursday, Besser told the
Jewish Telegraphic Agency that
he “misspoke” on the podcast and
that the interview was tabled after
Haley resigned.
“It wasn’t that exciting anymore when she wasn’t ambassador,” he said.
The refusal of haredi Orthodox
publications to print photographs
of women has been a controversial
issue for years and one in which
Mishpacha, considered one of the
more moderate haredi publications, has previously found itself
at the center.
In 2016, when Hillary Clinton

Nikki Haley

was the Democratic presidential
candidate, Mishpacha featured an
image of her and Donald Trump
on its cover for the week of the
election. The image was heavily
processed so it did not resemble a
regular photograph, but the magazine still faced a backlash, with an
editorial in Hamodia, a haredi newspaper, condemning the decision and
implying that Mishpacha was not
part of the “true haredi press.”
Mishpacha’s publisher, Eli
Paley, has attributed the decision
not to publish pictures of women
to what has become an industrywide standard that would make
it impossible to cater to haredi
readers without adhering to the
no-women policy. The standard is
seen as an outgrowth of a culture
in which the modesty of women’s
dress has become increasingly
scrutinized, even if Jewish laws
dealing with modesty do not extend to forbidding the printing of
women’s photos.
But women have pushed back
against that standard for years,
organizing in Facebook groups
and attempting to orchestrate
letter-writing campaigns to haredi
publications, including Mishpacha, to demonstrate that there is a
substantial readership for a haredi
publication that would publish
photos of women’s faces.
“The erasure of women [is]
unacceptable and unJewish and
we cannot give it credence,”
Shoshanna Keats-Jaskoll, cofounder of Chochmat Nashim, an
Israeli advocacy group, wrote in
a tweet about the Haley episode.
https://twitter.com/skjaskstat
us/1372471112848773121?s=20
In the podcast interview
Wednesday night, Besser suggested that printing a photo of someone
like Haley would eventually lead
to a situation in which Mishpacha
would be indistinguishable from a
secular magazine.
“Then in five years from now,
the right store in Borough Park
comes in and says, ‘I need you to
advertise a woman’s fur coat, but
it needs to show the woman’s face
because otherwise you won’t see
the slope of her shoulders so you
won’t appreciate it.’ And then five
years after that we look like Vogue.
Really? Is that where we want
to go?” Besser wondered. “And
who’s going to take responsibility
for that?”
The podcast host – Rabbi Efrem
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Goldberg of the Boca Raton Synagogue, a Modern Orthodox synagogue in South Florida – pushed
back against Besser’s argument.
“I don’t think the slope needs to
be that slippery,” he said.
Later Goldberg added: “If you
want to really go there, one could argue that the advertisements, the level
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of immodesty in its ostentatiousness,
Pesach programs, European trips,
silver, what’s it called – charcuterie
boards, the level of immodesty in
the magazine in its consumerism and
advertising – is worse than the slope
of the shoulder of a woman who is
completely covered. So it’s not entirely consistent all the way through.”

Besser told JTA that he had
gone on the podcast to speak for
himself, not the magazine, and
said the point he was trying to
make was that those who are trying
to change the magazine’s policy
should change their tactics.
“The rage tweets,” he said, “are
counterproductive.”

Foreground, author Aylin Sedighi Gabbaizadeh is shown as a child in Iran. The background displays
a traditional haft-seen table marking the Iranian holiday of Nowruz.
						
Credit: Courtesy of the author; Flickr Commons

Growing up in Iran, I thought the whole
country celebrated Passover
By Phil Aylin Sedighi-Gabbaizadeh issa Cramer
(JTA) — Growing up in Iran,
I never truly appreciated the difference between spring cleaning,
New Year’s and getting ready
for Passover. The Jewish holiday
takes place almost simultaneously with the Persian New Year,
known as Nowruz, when the whole
country engages in a frenzy of
preparations.
Nowruz (A New Day), which
marks the beginning of spring, is
Iran’s most festive and colorful
holiday. Persians, Jews, Muslims,
Zoroastrians and even Bahais all
purchase new clothes, make traditional cookies and engage in 12
days of celebrations.
These celebrations include
setting a special table, known as a
haft-seen, that consists of various
items signifying renewal, luck
and blessings. The seven S’s, as
they are known, would take their
ceremonial places on the same
number of plates: sabzeh (a green
plate of grown wheat); seeb (red
apples); samanoo (a wheat-based
dish); senjed (a fruit of the lotus
tree); seer (garlic); serkeh (vinegar); and sekkeh (coins laid in
water). No table would be complete without swimming goldfish,
an elaborate mirror to reflect joy
to the viewer, hand-painted eggs
and a holy book.
Where our Muslim neighbors
placed a Quran on their haft-seen
table, we placed a Torah or a siddur. Where our Muslim neighbors
sprouted wheat, we grew lentils,
given the proximity of the secular
holiday to Passover, when we
removed wheat from our homes.
For years I believed Passover to
be the beginning of the Jewish calendar because it was synonymous
with all things new and a promise of
starting afresh. Given the mild climate of the country, by the time the
holiday came around, cherry blossoms were in bloom and the aroma
of jasmine flowers filled our noses.
Just as the entire country went
into full spring-cleaning mode

for the national holiday, Jews
scoured their homes of forbidden
hametz, or leavened products. In
our home, all the closets would be
emptied and reorganized. All the
rugs would be taken into the yard
and washed in hot, soapy water in
order to rid even the tiniest morsel
of hametz. I knew Passover was
close when my grandmother dug
out her larger-than-life-size iron
pot and started the process of kashering every item in her kitchen in
boiling water.
My grandmother told me stories of stuffing her mattress and
blankets with clean cotton —
something I was thankful we no
longer had to do. Nonetheless, the
tasks were still endless, and everyone in the family was involved in
the process.
Given that there were no kosher-for-Passover shops (or even
kosher shops), every cake and
cookie had to be made from
scratch, a task that entailed the
washing, drying and blending of
all the needed nuts. The week
before the holiday, the aroma of
roasted nuts would fill the house,
and the sweet smell of homemade
cookies couldn’t summon the
holiday fast enough. Given the
lack of kosher products, we hardly
consumed any dairy for the eight
days, our diets consisting of eggs,
meats and, according to Iranian
Jewish custom, rice.
Our Muslim neighbors, too,
were busy cleaning, readying
themselves for the coming of
spring. A Muslim family with
whom we were particularly friendly would come over each Passover
for a taste of matzah, saying how
they looked forward to it all year.
My father’s co-workers knew it
was an auspicious time of the year
for him and wished him especially
well as he took a holiday for the
Seders. In the market and in the
streets, though, we kept quiet
about our Passover preparations.
We did not discuss details with
strangers and those with whom we
did not feel a connection.

The Seder itself brought its own
associations and customs. At the
end of each ritual meal, as we bid
farewell to yet another holiday and
sang “Next Year in Jerusalem,” the
words had a deep significance for
us. Our Seder table became quieter
with each passing year, with so
many family and friends already
gone to other promised lands. We
each wondered out loud when our
turn would come to leave a country
that treated us like second-class
citizens, when we would find
security and peace in other lands.
Over time, our entire extended
family fled to Israel and the United
States. My immediate family was
the last of our clan to finally pick
up and leave, in September 1990.
The story of Iran’s ancient Jewish community unfolds over more
than 2,700 years, back to when
the Jews were exiled from Jerusalem through to today, after most
members of the community have
relocated throughout the world.
Today there are fewer than 10,000
Jews left in Iran, the largest Jewish community in the Middle East
outside of Israel.
My Passover experience here is
vastly different than the one I grew
up with. Every year as I put away
one set of dishes and bring out my
Passover ware, I feel a pang of
guilt at how easy it is to get ready
for the holiday compared with
what my mother and grandmother
had to do in Iran. The shelves of
the supermarkets here are filled
with kosher-for-Passover cookies, cakes, chocolates, sweets and
dairy products. One could almost
forget that we are experiencing a
holiday that celebrates the Jews’
escape from slavery.
But I am forever grateful for the
freedoms that I have been granted
here, and to celebrate this most
auspicious holiday alongside so
many of our people.
The views and opinions expressed in this article are those of
the author and do not necessarily
reflect the views of JTA or its parent company, 70 Faces Media.
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Baron Hirsch Congregation
announces services for the
upcoming Passover holiday
As it has throughout the pandemic, the congregation is going to
great lengths to provide services in
a safe environment. Through limiting numbers, increasing distance
between congregants, and requiring masks for all who attend, many
plan to take advantage of the safe
atmosphere and attend services
over the holiday.
Observances of Passover Eve
start on Thurs., March 25, starting with the Fast of the Firstborn.
Since Erev Pesach is Shabbat,
this year the fast of the firstborn is
moved up to Thursday. One can be
exempted from the fast if he takes
part in certain types of religious
celebrations, such as the completion of the study of a tractate in
the Talmud.
This year, due to COVID-19
space limitations, Baron Hirsch
will have two shacharit services,
each one followed by a siyum:
Shacharit in the Sanctuary – 6:25
a.m., followed by the Siyum at 7
a.m. The second Shacharit service
will take place in the tent – 7:20
a.m., followed by the Siyum at
8 a.m. Pre-signups will be required and can be made at www.
baronhirsch.org/minyansignup. A
take-home box brunch will follow
each service, sponsored by Audrey
Joffre in memory of Jack Joffre,
Blanche and Harry Joffre, and
Emanuel and Regina Glass.
All chametz, except what is
needed for Shabbat, should be
burned before noon on Fri., March
26, with candle lighting at 6:58
p.m. Mincha/Kabbalat Shabbat
will be at 7 p.m.
Erev Passover will take place
on Shabbat, March 27, starting
with Shacharit services taking

place both inside and outside at
7:45 a.m. All chametz must be
eaten by 11 a.m., and therefore
services are held earlier than usual
to allow everyone to return home
to eat Shabbat lunch and make
hamotzi when challah can still
be eaten.
Passover begins Saturday night
with Mincha and Maariv at 7:05
p.m.
Sun., March 28, marks the First
Day of Passover. Shacharit service
for that morning will take place in
the tent at 8:30 a.m. The Shacharit
service in the sanctuary will take
place at 9 a.m. That evening, Mincha/Maariv will be at 7:05 p.m.
Mon., March 29, marks the second day of Passover and services
for Shacharit will start at 8:30 a.m.
in the tent. For those who want
to attend services indoors, they
will take place in the Sanctuary at
9 a.m. Mincha/Maariv will take
place at 7:05 p.m. with Havdalah
to follow at 8 p.m.
Chol HaMoed this year will
take place from Tues., March 30 –
Fri., April 2. Shacharit service will
take place in the tent at 7:20 a.m.
Mincha/Maariv services that night
will take place in the tent 7:05 p.m.
Candle lighting for Shabbat will be
at 7:03 p.m.
The last days of Passover take
place on April 3 and 4. Shacharit
Services will take place in the tent
at 8:30 a.m. and inside at 9 a.m.
On the last day of Pesach, Sun.,
April 4, both services will include
Yizkor.
Services are open to everyone,
although advanced sign up is
required. All services are listed
at www.baronhirsch.org/minyansignup.
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Memphis Jewish
Community
Center launches
Community Read
Program

The Memphis Jewish Community Center launched its Community Read program in the fall
of 2020 as a response to the need
to come together in new and innovative ways while remaining
physically distanced.
A community read is a book
club for the entire community,
cultivating a culture of reading
and discussion by bringing people
together around great works of
literature. The Community Read
program at the J has been a great
success and community members
have enjoyed reading the books
with their families, friends, book
clubs, or by themselves before
getting the opportunity to meet the
author for a virtual Q&A.
This month’s community read
is, “Nobody Will Tell You This
But Me” by Bess Kalb, an Emmynominated comedy writer and
bestselling author. Bess Kalb has
written for the Emmy Awards and
the Academy Awards. She is the
head writer and executive producer
of “Yearly Departed,” a forthcoming comedy special from Amazon.
This event and community read is
in partnership with the JCCs of
Nashville and New Orleans and
the Jewish Historical Society of
Memphis and the Midsouth.
It’s time to read “Nobody Will
Tell You This But Me” by Bess
Kalb and get ready for the virtual
event with her on April 13 at 7 p.m.
For more information and to register, visit www.jccememphis.org/
litfestlive or call 901-761-0810.

Revisiting the Passover Story: Beth Sholom Lehrhaus
Speaker Series Features Peter Brand, Historian of
biblical descriptions of Israel. These Great” (ruled ca. 1279-1212 BCE).
Ancient Egypt
Zoom information for the 7:30 pm

Peter Brand

It is the origin story of the Jewish people. We retell it every year
around the Seder table. But is there
ancient extra-biblical evidence for
the Exodus? Professor Peter Brand
of the University of Memphis
will address this question in his
upcoming virtual talk for the Beth
Sholom Lehrhaus Speaker series
on March 31 at 7:30 pm.
Professor Brand’s presentation is titled: Israel, Pharaoh, &
the Exodus Tradition: Ancient
Egyptian Evidence and Modern
Cultural Portrayals.
Despite Egypt’s central role in
the Torah and Judaic tradition, relatively little evidence from pharaonic
Egypt survives attesting to Exodus
or other contacts with ancient Israel.
Dr. Brand will examine two ancient
Egyptian inscriptions dating to ca.
1200 BCE that are the earliest extra-

sources date to the reign of the
Pharaoh Merenptah, whose father
Ramesses II is often considered the
pharaoh of Exodus. Dr. Brand will
also discuss modern portrayals of
Ramesses II as the Exodus pharaoh,
including the fascinating backstory
to Cecil B. DeMille’s epic film “The
Ten Commandments.”
Dr. Peter J. Brand (Ph.D., University of Toronto) is an Egyptologist specializing in the history and
culture of Ancient Egypt during its
imperial age (ca. 1550-1100 BCE),
especially the time of Ramesses
II. He has authored three books
and dozens of articles on Egyptian
kingship, monumental construction, temple art, popular religion,
warfare, and diplomacy.
Professor Brand also serves as
director of the Karnak Hypostyle
Hall Project, which is recording,
conserving and interpreting hundreds of scenes and hieroglyphic
texts carved on the walls and columns of the Great Hypostyle Hall
(www.memphis.edu/hypostyle).
The project uses technology to
model and reveal the inscriptions
on this forest of 134 giant columns.
Professor Brand has appeared
in documentaries for the History
Channel, Discovery, and National
Geographic. His upcoming fourth
book is a biography of the celebrated Pharaoh Ramesses II, a.k.a. “the

March 31 event
with Professor Brand:
Zoom Meeting ID:
856 0518 7626
Zoom Passcode: Brand

Beth Sholom will also have
direct links for this Zoom event
on the Beth Sholom homepage and
the Beth Sholom Facebook page.
Lehrhaus at Beth Sholom takes
its inspiration from The Free Jewish House of Learning, the school
for Jewish studies and adult education founded by Franz Rosenzweig
in Frankfurt in 1920. Lectures in
this series are free and open to the
general public.
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Memphis Jewish Community Center:
knocking out Parkinson’s with Rock
Steady Fitness
Rock Steady has come to life
again at the Memphis Jewish
Community Center (MJCC) – a
much-anticipated activity for a
group of MJCC members since
the pandemic.
Rock Steady is a researchedbased approach designed for those
knocking Parkinson’s disease (PD)
out with various modalities, and
the primary prescription is boxing!
The goal for Rock Steady participants is to regain from life what
Parkinson’s has taken away.
Rock Steady uses boxing as an
aid to agility, momentum, stamina,
footwork, and precision. The class
also works on dexterity, speech,
falling, and gait, that trouble some
of the boxers.
“I have participated in Rock
Steady since spring 2016,” one
boxer stated. “I am much stronger and feel more independent
and secure when I am moving.
An unexpected plus is the great
friends I have made including the
coaches who have worked with
us. I encourage everyone with PD
to try it.”
Knowing how important the
classes are to these MJCC members, the fitness team found ways
to go virtual when needed. They
moved the class to a larger space
so members could social distance
properly with masks on during the
past year.
A “plan of the week” (POW)
varies to aid more components of
what Parkinson’s, the opponent,
can take from our boxers. A few
examples include dance, agility,

big movements, legs, and a variety
of much more.
Parkinson’s is a degenerative
neurological disorder that affects
movements, balance, motor skills,
and sensory function. Another
huge benefit is to be able to talk
to those who are battling the same
opponent and can give advice on
medication, feelings, and frustrations.
“I drive 20 miles from my home
downtown to the MJCC – that
comes to 120 miles to and from
home each week (MWF) – need
I say more?” said Robert Strandburg. “Mandy does an amazing
job of high-energy coaching and
the facilities are terrific. But the
best part is the community we
have there; I really look forward
to seeing my Rock Steady friends
each day. It is hard to imagine a
more open and accepting group
of people. And, of course, there is
nothing like a heavy bag to help
burn off the frustrations of aging
with Parkinson’s.”
Rock Steady started at the
MJCC in August 2017 and targets
anyone with a diagnosis of Parkinson’s and at any level. The class
typically lasts an hour.
You do not have to battle this
alone. Your corner man, or buddy,
may come with you to class where
they can meet with others and learn
more about Parkinson’s and the
needed care required. Do you or
someone you know battle Parkinson’s disease? Visit http://www.jccmemphis.org/adultfitness to learn
more about this amazing program.

NEW DEADLINES FOR STORIES AND ADS
WEDNESDAYS AT NOON
NO EXCEPTIONS!
AND WE ARE HAPPY TO ACCEPT YOUR STORIES
IN ADVANCE.

Happy Passover
Our Best Wishes to Our Many Friends and Customers

KING FURS and FINE JEWELRY
Laurelwood Shopping Center

4568 POPLAR

767-KING

To our many friends and
to Jewish people everywhere

A Joyous Passover

May this traditional Festival of Freedom be a joyous season
Erev Shabbat, Fri. Mar 26, 2021 / 13 Nisan, 5781................................6:59 pm
Candle lighting, Sat. Mar 27, 2021 / 14 Nisan, 5781.................. after 7:59 pm
Candle lighting, Sun. Mar 28, 2021 / 15 Nisan 5781 ................. after 8:00 pm
Havdalah, Mon. Mar 29, 2021 / 16 Nisan, 5781....................................8:01 pm
Weekly Torah Reading: TZAV

Canale Funeral Directors

2700 Union Ave. Ext.

452-6400
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Memphis Jewish Federation’s 59th

Thursday, March 25, 2021

Annual

Yom HaShoah Commemoration

Challenges, Choices & Consequences
From hidden attic rooms and
false floors, to the transports
of thousands of children,
righteous people around the
world sacrificed their own
safety to save Jews of all ages.

Thursday, April 8, 2021 | 26 Nisan 5781 | 6:30 pm | Via Zoom
Visit jcpmemphis.org/yomhashoah to register and learn more.

Susan Goldstein Snyder
Stories of Rescue: A Curator’s
Inside View

A curator at the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum,
Susan Goldstein Snyder uses rescued artifacts to share vivid
stories with audiences. She joined the Museum two years
before its opening in 1991 and has since acquired thousands
of artifacts, documents, and photographs for the permanent
collection. A Chicagoland native, she has a BFA from the
University of Kansas and an MA from the City University
of New York at City College.

6560 Poplar Avenue, Memphis, TN 38138 • 901.767.7100
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